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In the beginning, I would like to express my deepest thanks to all staff. 

  

It’s about courses. I attended to one specialize course and Chinese class, pottery class. 

There are 20~30 students in the class, each lecture was taken place with sharing our personal and 

various opinion. They were so flesh to me because some lectures in japan are only ask and response 

between teacher and students. 

In pottery class, I had a precious time with art department students. Their thoughts against art or study 

left a deep impression on me. 

  

It’s about my daily life. Taiwanese food is perfect to me because tastes are like Japanese one. 

Breakfast culture is my favorite one in Taiwan and 蛋餅 is most of all.  

I visited 台北,基隆,台南,高雄,台中 and I learned Taiwanese cultures or history during trips. On each 

place, it had some different temperature, people and food. That was extremely interesting.  

I got many friends who are exchange students, international students, local students in 東華大學. I 

often had a lunch or dinner and sometimes studied with them. 

I took part in guitar club with my American roommate. In addition to this, I also joined Christian club, 

taekwondo club tea club and international events. 

These memories make me feel that I’m a freshman. 

  

I had a great time that I will never forget time in 東華大學. I really liked my time to have spent time 

around vast landscape. I could spend all my time and face myself during study abroad.  

I will come back to meet my friends and to feel Taiwan.  

Once again, I genuinely appreciate for all your supports. 

 


